I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Height and Weight are measurements broadly explored to tracking child's growth, nutritional diseases, energy expenditure, clinical conditions and health status [@ref1]; Patients regularly are not ambulant or may be unable to communicate, and a sequence of these factors may not allow accurate estimation or measurements [@ref2], [@ref3].

Intensive care unit scoring systems, drug dosages, and infusion rates are commonly based on body weight, as well as, height is usually used to obtain a relation of healthy versus unhealthy weight [@ref4]. Therefore, a correct estimation of height and weight of critically ill patients are critical for an adequate clinical care [@ref1], [@ref2].

W. C. Chumlea has been one of the first researchers to proposed linear equations to predict body height [@ref1], [@ref5], [@ref6] and weight [@ref1], [@ref7] from anthropometric measurements for an elderly population. The equations are based on linear regressions, developed for a selected population in the USA, predicting weight within 95% confidence limits in a range of 7.60-8.96kg, as well as, height with standard errors between 7.84cm and 8.44cm, depending on gender and Ethnicity; Therefore, the equations may be inappropriate for other populations [@ref1].

Different groups have proposed subtly different weight/ height prediction equations, based on single and multiple linear regressions, exploring other anthropometric parameters or analyzing other populations, achieving similar standard errors [@ref8]--[@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]. Linear regressions are attractive models because their representations are simple, and a straightforward algebra returns an analytical solution [@ref13], that can be easily implemented by a healthcare professional.

Contemporaneously with the Chumlea's work, the Machine Learning (ML) field and its models from statistics and probability theory began to play and important role in research, engineering, economy, health, etc. [@ref14]--[@ref15][@ref16]. ML is closely related to computational statistics, and it is defined as the development of algorithms that learn and make predictions from data or experience [@ref17]. ML algorithms can find patterns in complex scenarios, usually impossible to be identified by humans [@ref18], therefore, ML regressions are usually more accurate than conventional regressions [@ref13].

Recently, kernel machines have been presented as an appropriated approach for regression of biometric data [@ref19]--[@ref20][@ref21]. As stated by Scholkopf, kernel machines provide modularity in the design, enabling easy combination with different learning algorithms, and have few parameters to be tuned in comparison with other models such as neural networks in an optimization procedure without spurious local minima [@ref22], [@ref23]. Moreover, other works have demonstrated that kernel machines have a strong founding theory, providing a more appropriated data representation for the problem that has been studied [@ref24], [@ref25].

Therefore, in this work, we aim to analyze the regression capability of kernel machines in comparison with traditional approaches for height and weight estimation from anthropometric measurements. We consider both sparse and non-sparse kernel machines - Support Vector Regression and Gaussian Process, respectively - to address the regression problem. Additionally, we also include a comparison with the results obtained by neural networks since such models have been extensively applied in machine learning problems recently. The method is demonstrated using the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey [@ref26] and the U.S. Army Anthropometry Survey [@ref27] databases. Finally, the potentiality of the method is explored in a scenario of a patient without or partial mobility.

II.. Methods {#sec2}
============

A.. Statistical Regressions {#sec2a}
---------------------------

In statistical regression, the relationships are modeled using linear or nonlinear predictor functions whose unknown model parameters are estimated from the experimental data. For instance, a mapping has two or more explanatory variables, given by [@ref13]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Statistical regressions are attractive models to drawing conclusions about general principles based on a set of observations. In this work, the results obtained for different statistical traditional regressions are similar to the obtained with linear regressions (LR); for that reason, our discussion is limited to LR.

B.. Machine Learning Regressions {#sec2b}
--------------------------------

ML regression models are highly adaptable and are capable of modeling complex relationships; it can be implemented instead of statistical regression for the following cases: the primary goal is to predict rather than explain, predictor variables are correlated or have non-linear relationships to the target variable, and there are numerous complex variable interactions.

As represented in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, in the case of ML Regression, instead of defined functions (Hand-crafted model) as used in statistical regression, one part of the existing data (i.e. Training and Validation Set) is used to identify settings for the model parameters that return the best realistic predictive performance, building and tuning the model. Another part of the data with new examples (i.e. Test Set) is used to test the performance of the regression model [@ref28]. FIGURE 1.Comparison between traditional and machine learning work-flow regressions.

Sparse kernel machines are those one in which the kernel evaluation needs only a subset of the training data. In SVMs, for example, as less support vectors are used, sparser is the model since it will assign zero weights to most training patterns. Therefore, usually sparsity is a desired behavior because it gives a better interpretability and provides much faster solutions reducing the computational cost of the model. However, the information carried in the patterns with assigned zero weights is lost and it could be important in some type of problems [@ref29], in special, those problems that are more susceptible to overfitting.

### 1). Support Vector Regression (SPARSE) {#sec2b1}

Support Vector Regression (SVR) with different Kernel functions such as Linear, Polynomial, and Gaussian function were explored. SVR with Gaussian Kernel achieved the best performance, the Gaussian base function is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ to a high-dimensional space. For that reason, in this work our discussion is limited to SVR with Gaussian Kernel [@ref30].

### 2). Gaussian Processes Regression (NON-SPARSE) {#sec2b2}

Gaussian process Regression (GPR) uses lazy learning methods and a similarity measure between points to predict values for unseen points from training data, more details can be found in [@ref31] and [@ref32]. Therefore, it is possible to compute the prediction intervals using the trained model.

### 3). Neural Network Regression {#sec2b3}

The Neural Network Regression (NNR) is composed by Two-layer feed-forward with ten hidden sigmoid neurons. A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm has been explored for training [@ref33].

In this work, 70% of the analyzed data corresponds to the training group (train the ML regression and adjust the model weights); other 15% is the validation group, used to determine whether the classification accuracy of the ML regression is increasing or over-fitting. Finally, the rest 15% is going to test the trained ML model. The weight and height prediction performance of the different models were assessed using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). RMSE amplifies and severely punishes significant errors, and it is more appropriate to gauge model performance [@ref34]. Moreover, it is on the same scale and units of the analyzed parameter (i.e. weight in kilograms and height in centimeters).

C.. Databases {#sec2c}
-------------

### 1). NHANES III {#sec2c1}

The Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey were collected between 1988 and 1994, contains data for 33,994 persons. Three ethnic groups are analyzed, non-Hispanic white (40%), non-Hispanic Black (30%) and Mexican-American (30%) subgroups for the US population [@ref26]. In this work, we have selected adult subjects (over 21 years), with full data about anthropometric parameters related with height and weight corresponding to 4261 and 14783 subjects, respectively. Details about the measurement methodology to collect data can be found in [@ref5] and [@ref26].

### 2). ANSUR {#sec2c2}

The 1988 U.S. Army Anthropometry Survey is one of the most widely used anthropometry databases because of the rigorous methodology and a large number of measures [@ref27]. The database is composed of two Gender subgroups: Male (1774) and Female (2208) subjects, totalizing 3982 samples.

III.. Anthropometric Correlation Analysis {#sec3}
=========================================

There are several correlations between anthropometric measurements of the human body, such as body height and Member-height, as well as, weight and Member-circumference. In [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} are represented, usual correlations explored in healthcare: Height vs. Knee-height (a) and weight vs. Buttock-circumference (b). FIGURE 2.Scatter diagrams for a non-Hispanic white male group (1369 subjects): Height vs. Knee-height (a) and weight vs. Buttock-circumference (b).

The most representative anthropometric Square Correlation Coefficients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$) for weight and height are summarized in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The correlation analysis has been elaborated for a non-Hispanic white male group (NHANES III, 1369 subjects) and a Male Group (ANSUR, 1776 subjects). FIGURE 3.Weight and Member-circumference (left), as well as, height and Member-height (right) correlations for a non-Hispanic white Male Group (NHANES III, 1369 subjects) and a Male Group (ANSUR, 1776 subjects).

Weight is often related with Waist-circumference [@ref5], without regard that there are high correlations with Buttock, Arm, Calf, Biceps, and Chest circumference as well. Therefore, an individual or combinational parameter analysis of other parameters may be explored in cases where is not possible to measure Waist-circumference.

An analysis of the predicted weight and height for different individual or combinations of Anthropometric Measurements is illustrated in the following subsections.

A.. Predicted Weight {#sec3a}
--------------------

Three cases of the multiple possible combinations of anthropometric parameters are explored to analyze the performance to predict weight of the ML regressions. Anthropometric data corresponds to 14783 adult subjects from NHANES III database.

The combination of anthropometric parameter inputs are organized as follow: •**Comb. 1**: Waist circumference;•**Comb. 2**: Gender, Ethnicity, height, as well as, Buttock and Waist circumferences;•**Comb. 3**: Comb. 2 in addition to Arm circumference.

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the scatter diagram of the Predicted vs. Measured weight of the proposed combinations obtained by Linear and ML regressions; a solid line is used to represent a perfect correlation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$). FIGURE 4.Predicted vs Measured weight scatter diagram; for Linear (L), Support Vector (S), Gaussian Process (G) and Neural Network (N) regressions. Anthropometric parameters explored are: (a) Waist circumference (Waist); (b) Waist, Height, Buttock circumference (Butt.), Thigh Circumference (Thigh), Gender, Ethnicity (Ethn.); (c) Waist, Height, Butt., Thigh, Arm Circumference (Arm), Gender and Ethn. Group of 14783 adult subjects from NHANES III.

For Comb. 1, ([Fig. 4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) where the Waist circumference parameter is the only input parameter, the RMSE values obtained are similar to the reported in the literature [@ref5], which confidence interval (CI) is next to 78% and limits between 16.55kg and 18.49kg.

Furthermore, in the cases of Comb 2. and Comb. 3 ([Fig. 5(b) and (c)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), if more parameters are explored to train the models, the prediction is much more accurate. A CI of 95% with limits of 3.20kg and 3.50kg is obtained with linear regression, whereas, the best prediction performance is achieved with GPR, CI of 98% with limits of 1.80kg and 2.25kg. The prediction performance of NNR and SVR are subtly larger than the obtained with GPR. FIGURE 5.Scatter diagram of the Predicted vs. Measured weight by using a conventional (Linear) regression, for a group of adult subjects from the NHANES III database (14783 subjects); (a) lighter 50kg (approx. 1500 subjects), and (b) heavier than 110kg (approx. 300 subjects). The solid line is a perfect weight prediction.

Unlike ML regressions, the weight prediction with conventional regressions fails ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$) for values smaller than 50kg and higher than 110kg, as shown in [Figure 4. (c)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The same behavior is observed for other possible combinations of anthropometric values. In [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen the tendency of the weight prediction with a LR and its difference with a perfect correlation (Solid Line).

Examples of the prediction model performance for different anthropometric parameter combinations are summarized in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}; each subtable is organized by the number of anthropometric parameters explored as input: one, two (vertical and a horizontal parameter) and four parameters.TABLE 1Weight Prediction Performance (RMSE in Kilograms) of Linear, Support Vector, Gaussian Process, and Neural Network Regressions; for 14783 Adult Subjects (NHANES III). The Anthropometric Parameters Input are Height, Gender, Ethnicity (Ethn.), as Well as, Buttock (Butt.), Thigh (Thigh), Waist, (Waist) and Arm Circumferences (Arm)Linear RegressionTwo Param.Four Param. + Gender + Ethn.One Param.+Height+Butt.+Thigh+Waist+Arm+Gender+Ethn.+Height\
+Arm\
+Butt+Height\
+Arm\
+Thigh+Height\
+Arm\
+WaistAnthropom.ParameterHeight14.30--6.698.336.816.4814.3014.30Butt.9.956.69--9.048.107.336.389.94--4.323.70Thigh10.008.339.04--6.597.548.4310.004.32--3.60Waist9.066.488.106.59--6.908.549.043.703.60--Arm8.116.487.337.546.90--7.668.00Support Vector Regression/Gaussian Process RegressionTwo Param.Four Param. + Gender + Ethn.One Param.+Height+Butt.+Thigh+Waist+Arm+Gender+Ethn.+Height\
+Arm\
+Butt.+Height\
+Arm\
+Thigh+Height\
+Arm\
+WaistAnthropom.ParameterHeight7.07--5.886.755.725.357.027.10Butt.7.145.88--7.026.956.525.637.00--3.603.00Thigh6.066.757.02--5.946.586.056.063.60--2.97Waist7.165.726.955.94--5.867.087.153.002.97--Arm7.105.356.526.585.86--6.626.91Neural Network RegressionTwo Param.Four Param. + Gender + Ethn.One Param.+Height+Butt.+Thigh+Waist+Arm+Gender+Ethn.+Height\
+Arm\
+Butt.+Height\
+Arm\
+Thigh+Height\
+Arm\
+WaistAnthropom.ParameterHeight7.11--5.816.685.775.377.117.08Butt.7.425.81--7.136.836.465.647.41--3.713.14Thigh5.996.687.13--5.936.625.985.993.71--3.00Waist7.505.776.835.93--5.837.187.313.143.04--Arm7.035.376.466.625.83--6.656.94

The ML regressions performance is better than conventional regression, for all possible combinations. RMSE values for the predicted weight obtained from SVR and GPR are similars (difference in the third decimal place); however, the accuracy in terms of CI is subtly better for GPR.

B.. Predicted Height {#sec3b}
--------------------

The correlation between predicted and measured height is analyzed for individual or different combinations of anthropometric parameter inputs, parameters with more correlation with body's height have been selected for the analysis.

Thus, the anthropometric parameters entries are Knee-height, Gender, Ethnicity, functional-Leg and Forearm-hand lengths, as well as, Wrist and Sitting heights. The Height prediction performance values (RMSE in centimeters) of the explored models are summarized in [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}. Similarly to the weight prediction case, the performance of the ML regressions is better than conventional regression, for all possible combinations.TABLE 2Height Prediction Performance (RMSE in Centimeters) of Linear, Support Vector, Gaussian Process, and Neural Network Regressions; for 4261 Adult Subjects (NHANES III). The Anthropometric Parameters Input are Knee Height (Knee), Gender, Ethnicity (Ethn.), Functional Leg (Leg) and Forearm (Arm) Lengths, as Well as, Wrist (Wrist) and Sitting (Sit) HeightsLinear RegressionTwo Param.Four Param. + Gender + Ethn.One Param.+Knee+Leg+Arm+Wrist+Sit.+Gender+Ethn.+Knee\
+Leg\
+Arm+Knee\
+Leg\
+Wrist+Knee\
+Leg\
+WristAnthropom.ParameterKnee4.85--4.574.614.602.434.614.08Leg7.104.57--5.485.773.584.757.06Arm6.294.615.48--5.673.555.426.24--4.032.20Wrist7.014.605.775.67--4.006.436.893.93--2.20Sit.4.452.433.583.554.00--4.184.432.172.20--Support Vector Regression/Gaussian Process RegressionTwo Param.Four Param. + Gender + Ethn.One Param.+Knee+Leg+Arm+Wrist+Sit.+Gender+Ethn.+Knee\
+Leg\
+Arm+Knee\
+Leg\
+Wrist+Knee\
+Leg\
+WristAnthropom.ParameterKnee4.05--3.863.833.902.123.624.01Leg5.183.86--4.584.593.294.655.12Arm4.943.834.58--4.533.264.484.80--3.341.89Wrist4.863.904.594.53--3.364.804.933.26--1.86Sit.3.982.123.293.263.36--3.773.641.861.86--Neural Network RegressionTwo Param.Four Param. + Gender + Ethn.One Param.+Knee+Leg+Arm+Wrist+Sit.+Gender+Ethn.+Knee\
+Leg\
+Arm+Knee\
+Leg\
+Wrist+Knee\
+Leg\
+WristAnthropom.ParameterKnee4.03--3.833.843.802.113.694.08Leg4.893.83--4.514.573.294.625.03Arm4.803.834.51--4.563.294.404.62--3.441.96Wrist4.883.804.574.56--3.394.884.873.42--1.91Sit.3.932.113.293.293.39--3.763.651.911.94--

A CI of 94% with limits of 11.2cm and 13.5cm is obtained with conventional regression models, whereas, a CI of 95% with limits of 6.7cm and 9.0cm, is achieved with GPR.

For comparison purposes, the Weight and Height prediction performance (RMSE and R-square values) obtained with the proposed model, as well as, the most representative values previously reported in the literature are summarized in [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}. Our model reaches an RMSE value of 2.11 and an R-Squared of 0.84, for Weight and Height predictions, respectively. Therefore, for both predictions, the GPR method has a better performance than the linear methods.TABLE 3Height and Weight Predictions Performance From Anthropometric MeasurementsAuthor, yearnAge (years)GenderRegressionPredictor variableRMSEHeightChumlea et al, [@ref7]4.750Over 60Men/Women[^\*^](#table3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}LinearSitting height, Age3.25Cereda et al., [@ref35]63530--55Men/Women[^\*^](#table3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}LinearKnee height, Tibia length, body composition2.2 [^\*\*^](#table3-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"} / 4.4[^\*\*\*^](#table3-fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Proposed Model4.261Over 21Men/WomenGaussian ProcessSitting height2.11WeightAuthor, yearnAge (years)GenderRegressionPredictor variableR-SquaredLin, et al. [@ref36]235Over 18Men/Women[^\*^](#table3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}LinearKnee height, Mid Arm circumference0.69Proposed Model4.261Over 21Men/WomenGaussian ProcessKnee height, Mid Arm circumference, Stature0.84[^1][^2][^3]

C.. Gender and Ethnicity Parameters {#sec3c}
-----------------------------------

It is well-known that anthropometric correlation values are different for male and female subjects, such that weight and height estimation equations have different coefficients for each gender. Furthermore, different equations have been reported for groups in various continents [@ref5], [@ref6]. In our analysis, all subjects are analyzed together, and Gender and Ethnicity are input parameters of the ML regressions.

### 1). Gender Analysis {#sec3c1}

As can be observed in [Tables 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2){ref-type="table"}, weight and height estimations are more accurate if the Gender parameter (1 for male and 0 for female subjects) is considered. For example, in the case that Buttock circumference is the only one input, the weight prediction SVR model has an RMSE of 7.14kg. However, if the Gender parameter is a second input, the RMSE is reduced to 5.88kg.

Moreover, if more than two parameters are analyzed (e.g. Buttock and Waist circumferences), the prediction is not more sensitive to Gender, as shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. FIGURE 6.RMSE values for weight (a) and height prediction (b) for Male and Female groups analyzed jointly using a GPR, where Gender and Non-Gender means using or not the Gender as input parameter, respectively. Group of 14783 adult subjects from NHANES III.

The effect can be explained by the property of the ML regression to identify the subject Gender. To test our hypothesis, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is explored as a binary classifier to determine the subject Gender, using the same input parameters employed in the SVR. As can be seen in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, considering two input parameters, the SVM classifier has a true success rate (TSR) of 80% to classify the subjects Gender; exploring more than two parameters, the TRS reach values next to 90%. FIGURE 7.True success rate of a support vector machine to classify gender, parameters explored for weight (a) and height (b) estimations. Group of 14783 adult subjects from NHANES III.

Therefore, the Gender parameter plays an important role in the prediction if just one anthropometric parameter is explored as an input parameter, but it is redundant in the case that more than two parameters are analyzed by the ML regression.

### 2). Ethnicity Non-Sensitive {#sec3c2}

As aforementioned, the NHANES III database is composed of three ethnic groups [@ref26]. Therefore in our analysis, the parameters are established as non-Hispanic white (1), non-Hispanic Black (2), and Mexican-American (3) parameters.

The prediction performance has not an important dependence with Ethnicity, which RMSE values are similar in the cases of the Ethnicity parameter is considered or not, as represented in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and summarized in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2){ref-type="table"}. The same non-Sensitivity to Ethnicity is found for the ANSUR database. FIGURE 8.RMSE values for weight (a) and height prediction (b), where Ethnicity and Non-Ethnicity means using or not the Ethnicity as input parameter, respectively. Group of 14783 adult subjects from NHANES III.

On the other hand, analogously to the Gender classification, an SVM was explored unsuccessfully to classify the Ethnicity of the subjects (TSR next to 50%).

### 3). Cross-Validation Databases {#sec3c3}

Cross-validation tests between the NHANES III and the ANSUR databases test have been implemented. As summarized in [Table 4](#table4){ref-type="table"}, RMSE values achieved with both Inter- and Intra- database analysis are quite similar, proving the generalization of the ML regression model.TABLE 4Cross-Validation Between the NHANESIII and ANSUR DatabasesTraining DatabaseTest DatabaseRMSE (kg)NHANES IIINHANES III2.97NHANES IIIANSUR2.99ANSURANSUR2.89ANSURNHANES III2.97

IV.. Estimating Weight for a Subject Without Mobility {#sec4}
=====================================================

In this numeral, groups of anthropometric measurements are proposed to estimate weight based on anatomical regions exploring a Gaussian Process Regression. Therefore, the healthcare professional has different options to collect circumferences and member lengths; that can be measured comfortably for patients without or partial mobility. The group of measurements are organized as follow: •**Case 1. Lower Limb:** Knee-height, and Calf, Knee, Thigh Distal, Thigh Proximal circumferences;•**Case 2. Upper Limb:** Acroradial-Length, and Axillary arm, Scye, Biceps flexed, Elbow circumferences;•**Case 3. Depth parameters:** Acroradial-Length, and Chest, Waist and Buttock depths;•**Case 4. Lower and Upper Limb;**•**Case 5. Limbs and Depth parameters.**

Weight estimations are based on the ANSUR database, which contains anthropometric parameters such as Calf, Axillary Arm, and Biceps circumferences, as well as, Chest, Waist and Buttock depth. Male and Females groups are analyzed jointly, and Gender is an input parameter.

It is important to note that the ANSUR anthropometric measurements were obtained in a stand-up or sitting positions. Consequently, the values are subtly different of the obtained from a patient placed in a Recumbent or Fowler positions.

As represented in [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the weight prediction from the Lower limb has the best performance, with a CI of 94% and limits between 4.05 and 5.16kg. If the patients' height is a known parameter, the CI reaches values close to 95% and limits between 3.19 and 4.20kg. FIGURE 9.Weight estimation from Lower and Upper limb, and Depth anthropometric parameters, that can be measured comfortably for patients without or partial mobility. Analysis based on the ANSUR database (3997 subjects).

In case that is possible to measure both limbs (lower and upper), the CI obtained is 97% with limits between 2.94 and 3.91kg. Furthermore, if Depth parameters can be measured as well, the prediction reach the best accuracy value with a CI of 98% and limits between 1.14 and 1.77kg, and 99% with limits between 0.64kg and 1.13kg if the Height subject is known.

V.. Conclusion {#sec5}
==============

Weight and Height prediction performance from anthropometric measurements obtained with Machine Learning regression models is better than the achieved with conventional statistical regressions.

In particular, the non-sparse kernel machine (Gaussian Process Regression) shows the best performance. Despite having a more expensive computational cost, the Gaussian Process Regression has the ability to choose the kernel hyper parameters directly from the training data what makes it a more flexible model with fewer setup requirements.

Besides, we believe that the non-sparsity of the Gaussian Process Regression enabled the usage of important information that might be discarded in the SVM through the assignment of zero weight for some inputs.

Weight and Height can be predicted for Female and Male subjects with the same ML regression, where Gender is one input parameter. On the other hand, the Weight and Height predictions obtained with ML regressions have not a dependence with ethnicity for both populations analyzed.

According to the Cross-validation database analysis, the ML models are robust and general for analysis of different populations. Trained models obtained with ML regressions can be embedded in applications software to run on mobile devices and smartphones, opening new opportunities for anthropometric applications in industry, textile technology, security, and health-care.
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